
TIME ACTIVITY

08:00 Welcome Breakfast, Registration and Walk-ins Sign In, Partner, Vendor and Oracle GBU Exhibition, Ground Breakers Hub General 
Demos and Networking Sessions

11:00
BREAK TO WORKHOURS 

Mid Morning Break, Partner, Vendor and Oracle GBU Exhibition, Ground Breakers Hub General Demos and Networking Sessions

11:30

Welcome to the Age of the Service Enthusiast

What would you do if every routine process and activity in your personal and professional life was automated? How would you 
spend your time and energy? Can you imagine a world where providing service was no longer necessary? What would you provide 
instead? In this session join industry visionaries to explore a world so impacted by self-service and automation that we have been 
placed on the threshold of a new age of service enthusiasts.

12:15 

Future of Service: Digital Assistants

Virtual assistants, digital assistants, chatbots, conversational interfaces, AI, and more have been high on the list of buzzwords-
of-the-year award categories for years now. Few of these technologies focus on the ease and cost of deploying and maintaining 
these advances though. Enter the Oracle Virtual Assistant Cloud Service. Attend this session to learn the main differences between 
the different technologies, learn how utilize a virtual assistant to make the biggest impact, and see how easy it could be to create 
and manage a virtual assistant for your own business.

13:00  BREAK TO WORKHOURS
Partner, Vendor and Oracle GBU Exhibition, Ground Breakers Hub Genral Demos and Networking Lunch

14:00

The Customer Experience Is Your Competitive Weapon

In the new Experience Economy, customers are the innovators and are innovating every day. Customers engage in a world of near-
instant gratification. The new goal of the customer experience isn’t just to meet the needs of your customers, but rather to exceed 
them. Your goal: innovate beyond what your customers are expecting. How do B2C marketers achieve this kind of innovation? 
Now more than ever before, marketing leaders need to think differently. This session highlights the opportunity for marketing to 
be a leader in the Experience Economy by thinking beyond the traditional bounds of consumer marketing. Delivering a customer 
experience that is compelling has become the consumer brand’s competitive weapon. Attend this session to learn more.

15:00

Master the New Science of Sales to Accelerate Growth

Guided selling and connected CRM intelligence take the guesswork out of sales. Your current sales processes will become 
obsolete—and sooner than you think. Sales leaders will use new capabilities to make smarter decisions about sales planning, 
forecasting, discounting, deal acceleration, and more. Your sales reps will get more customer intelligence and prescriptive advice 
at every stage to help them close more deals. Come to this session to learn how tools such as these will enable a new breed of 
digital sellers to fuel your growth.

16:00 

AI and Data-Driven Sales Actions Drive More Business

Sales excellence is born from executing flawlessly in the moment. AI sales tools and smart data guide reps to make the moves 
that make a difference and improve close rates. In this session learn how Oracle’s AI for sales solutions augmented by smart data 
help reps stay focused, use their time more effectively, minimize pipeline risk, improve win-probability forecasting, and take the 
next-best action following every interaction. See how AI makes a broader impact by surfacing company-level data to prioritize 
accounts, provide alerts based on market changes, and find new leads. Plus, hear how to transform each sales conversation into a 
data-rich resource for training and the adoption of sales best practices.

18:00 ORACLE WORKHOURS COCKTAIL AND NETWORKING
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